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Abst rac t - -An  (m) error at bit i causes bits i , i  + 1 , . . . ,  and  i+  m - 1 (or up  to the end  of the  
word) to be in error, infl icting m consecutive rrors. The most  practical  cases are when m -- 2 which 
is referred to as adjacent errors and when m -- n (the length of the word) in which an error causes 
the rest of the bit s t ream to be complemented (or in error). An (m)  t -ec /d -ed  code denotes a code 
which is able to correct any t (m) errors and detect arty d (m) errors. 
In this paper,  a new distance measure  (similar to the Hamming distance) is defined f rom which 
the necessary and  sufficient condit ions for (m) t -ec /d -ed  codes are obtained. To design such codes, a 
s imple trArmformation between the t -ec /d -ed  and  (m)  t -ec /d -ed  codes is introduced and  a one-to-one 
map is establ ished. The  advantage of this map is two-fold. Firstly, all the well-known t -ee /d -ed  codes 
can be used as (m) codes and  secondly the well-developed encod~r/decoder cl cuita for the t -ec /d -ed  
codes along with a few xoa  gates can be used to realize the (m) t -ec /d -ed  codes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In most communication and storage systems, random errors occur. In the communication channel 
assumed in this paper, propagation errors of length m can occur. An  m propagation error (or 
(m) error) in one bit in the stream causes the next m - 1 hits to be in error as well. So in a code 
word, zl... zn, an (m) error at bit i is of the form 
X l " " " X i -  l X i  " " " ~ i+m-  l X i .Fm • " " Xn  . 
When i > n - m - 1, it is assumed that the errors will only extend to the end of that word. It is 
also assumed that if the code word suffered two (or more) (rn) errors, these errors are encountered 
in a left to right order. So an (m) error at position il would occur before the one at i2 if il < i~. 
It is possible that two or more (ra) errors interleave. For instance, if two (rn) errors occur at 
positions il and i2, where il < i~ < il + m then the word will be 
Xl  " • "X iz - lX i l  " " "X ia - lX ia  " " " X i l+m- lX i , - i -m " " " X i2 -km- lX ia+m " " "Zn .  
We denote by (rn)t-ec/d-ed a code that corrects t and detects d propagation errors of length rn. 
When rn = 1 the classical t-ec/d-ed codes are obtained. 
In this paper we introduce the necessary and sufficient conditions for (m)t-ec/d-ed codes. It  
is shown that t-ec/doed and (m)t-ee/d-ed codes are equivalent, i.e., any t-ec/d-ed code can he 
transformed to another (m)t-ec/d-ed code, and vice versa. A simple and fast transformation is 
introduced which allows the use of the widely developed circuits for the t-ec/doed codes along 
with a few XOR gates to realize encoders and decoders for the (m)t-ec/d-ed codes. The two most 
practical cases may occur when m = 2 causing adjacent errors [1,2] and when m = n in which a 
single error causes the rest of the bit stream to be complemented. 
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2. THEORY OF (M) t -ec /d -ed  CODES 
In the theory and design of t -ec/d-ed codes, the Hamming distance between two binary vectors 
plays a central role. The Hamming distance, D(x, y) = W(xgy)  where W(z)  is the Hamming 
weight or the number of ls in z. For the (m)t-ec/d-ed codes, an alternative distance measure Dr" 
is introduced. 
DEFINITION 1. Let x and y be binary vectors of  length n then 
0 i fn  = 0, 
Drn(z l""  "Xn,Yl" "'Yn) "" Dr"(x2"" "zn,y2"" "Yn) ilexl = Yl, 
1 + Dr" (z2""xn ,  fig."" ftr"yr"+x "'" Yn) i f  zl ~ Yl- 
For example, D2(0101, 1110) = 1 + Dg.(101,110) = 2 + D2(01,10) = 2 + D2(1,0) = 3. Notice 
that Dl(X,y) is just the Hamming distance between x and y, i.e., D l (x ,y)  = W(x(gy). Also, 
upon careful inspection, we see that Dn(x, y) = NW(0x~0y), where 0x denotes the concatenation 
of the bit 0 with the vector x and NW(x) is the number of transitions in x, i.e., 
NT(x)  "- Z l  ~ Z2 -[- Z2 ~ Z3 q- " '"  "Jc Zn- I  $ Zn.  
For instance, 
Ds(00101, 11110) = 1 + Ds(0101, 1111) = 2 + Ds(01, 11) = 3 + Ds(1, 1_.) = 3, or 
Ds(00101, 11110) = NT(000101~011110) = NT(011011) = 3. 
In the rest of the paper, we only discuss the (m)d-ed codes as it will be shown later that 
any (m)d-ed code can also be interpreted as an (m) t'-ec/d~-ed code as long as t ~ < de and 
t '+d l+ l  < d. 
THEOREM 1. A code C is an (m)d-ed code, that is, it is capable of  detecting d propagation errors 
of  length m, i f  and only i f  for any pair x and y E C 
Dm(x,y) >_ d+ 1. 
PROOF. To show that this condition is necessary, suppose that Dm(x,y) = d and that this 
distance was obtained (without loss of generality) from the bits at positions i l , . . . ,  id, as in 
Definition 1. Now, if y suffers d (m) errors at these positions yielding y',  then Dm(x,y  ~) = 0 
which implies that x = y~; therefore, the d (m) errors in y are not detected, a contradiction. To 
prove that the condition is sufficient it is enough to show that Dm(x,y')  > Dm(x,y)  - 1, where 
y '  is y with a single (m) error. This guarantees that at least d + 1 (m) errors in y are needed to 
change y to x. To show that Dm(x,y')  > Dm(x,y) - 1, suppose that the (m) error in y occurs 
at bit j ,  yielding 
y l  . _  Y l  . . .  Y j - lY j  ."  • Y j+r" - lY j+m • . . Yn .  
Suppose that the Dr, (x, y) distance computed until bit j - 1 is d ~, so 
Dr"(x,y) = d' + Dr"(z j  . . . zn ,y j  . . .Y~+r"-2Yj+r"- l  ' '  .yn), 
where ffi = Yi or Yi for j < i < j + m - 2, and 
D r" ( x , y') = d' + Dr" ( x j . . . :ca, y' j  . . . ~Itj .l.rn _ 2 y j  .l.r" - l Y j .l-r" . . . Yn  ) . 
Now consider the two cases: 
(1) [~j # yJ]: In this case, 
Dra(x, y) = d ~ + 1 + Dm(x j+ l . . .  ~n, Y~j+I -'" Y~j+m-2~.tJ+r"-lYJ+r" "'" Yn) and 
Din(x, y~) = d' + Dr"(z j+l  . . .  ~, ,  Y t j+ I  . . .  Y ' j+r" -2 f l j+r" - lY J+r"  . ' .  Yn) .  
So Drn(x,y') = Dr"(x,y) - 1. 
(2) [zj = y~]: In this case, 
Dr"(x, y) = d ~ + Dr"(z j+l  . . . xn, Y~+I . .. ~+r"_2Yj+r"- lYj+r,  .. . Y , )  and 
Dr"(x, y') = d ~ + 1 + Dm(Zj+ l . . .  xn, ~+x""  ~+r"_2Y j+r" - lY j+r" . . .Y , ) .  
Therefore, Dr"(x,y ~) = Dr"(x,y) + 1. 
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In both cases, we see that Drn(x,y')  _> Dm(x,y)  - 1. This is equivalent o the Hamming 
distance where an error in a single bit in y yields an increase or decrease of exactly 1 in the 
Hamming distance between x and y. 
DEFINITION 2. Consider the following transform function Fm and its inverse Gin, 
m-1 X"  
x s where t . _  F.~(x) = xi A . ,  = i - i ,  and 
j=o 
Grn(y) = y'  where y~ : ~ yl- jm (9 Y i - jm-1 .  
j=0 
In the above definitions of Fm and Grn, 
! 
Z i = Zi (9 Z i - I  (9 . . .  (9 Z i -m+l  and 
Y~ = Yi (9 Y i - I  (9 Y i -m (9 Y i -m-1  (9 Yi-2m (9 Y i -2m- I  . . .  
It can be readily verified that Fro(Gin(x)) = Gin(Fro(x)) = x. It will be assumed, from here on, 
that if the subscript is not in the range 1 to n then that bit is assumed to be zero. 
LEMMA 1. Given two binary vectors x and y of length n, then 
(a) Dm(x ,y )= DI(Gm(x),Gra(y)) and 
(b) D l (x ,y )  = Dm(Fm(x),Fm(y)) .  
PROOF. To show part (a), notice that Dl(Gm(x),  Gin(y)) = W(Grn(x)(gG,n(y)) = W(Z l . . .  z , )  
r-.,i/m 
where zi = 2..,j=o zi-jrn (9 z i - j r , - I  (9 Yi-jm (9 Yi- jm-1. On the other hand, Dm(x,y) ,  as given 
in Definition 1, can be re-written as: 
[ 0 if n = 0, 
D,~(x, Y) zl + Din(z2... z,,  [y2 (9 z~]... [y,~ (9 zl]ym+l.., y,) i f ,  > 0, 
where Zl = z l  (9 yl. 
The above expression can be expanded as follows: 
Dm(x,y)  - zl + Din(z2. . .  zn, [//2 (9 zl] [l/a (9 zl] . . .  [Yrn (9 zl]Ym+l.. .Yn) 
= Zl -t" Z2 -}" D in (z3 . . .  Zn, [Y3 (9 Zl (9 Z2]. . .  ~rn (9 Zl (9 Z2] [Ym+l (9 Z2]Ym+2...  Yn) 
_ :  
o 
= Zl + z2 "b " "  + zn, 
m-1 where Zl = zl  (9 Yl, z2 = z2 (9 Y2 (9 Zh . . . ,  zi = zi (9 Yi (9 ~"~j=l zi- j .  
Solving for zl, we see that zi = zi (9 Yi (9 zi-1 (9 zi-2 (9 .. .  (9 Zi-r,+l. Substituting for 
Zi-1 -- Z i -1  (9 Y i - I  (9 Zi-2 (9 • • • (9 Z i -m,  
Zi : Zi (9 Yi (9 Zi -1 (9 Yi-1 (9 Zi-2 (9 Zi-3 (9 "'" (9 Zi -m+l (9 Zi -m (9 Zi-2 (9 Zi-3 (9 "'" (9 Z i -m+l  
= zi (gYi (gzi-1 (gYi-1 (gzi-r,  
-- z i  (9 Yi (9 Xi-1 (9 Yi-1 (9 Z i -m (9 Y i -m (9 Z l -m- I  (9 Y i -m-1  (9 Zi-2m 
. 
i /m 
-- ~ Xi- jrn (9 X i - jm-1  (9 Y i - jm (9 Y i - jm-1 .  
j=0  
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So, 
Dm(x,y) = DI(Gm(x), Gin(y)) - ~V(Zl ...  zn) 
z,  = • • • where 
The second part is now straightforward as
Din(Fro(x), Fro(y)) - DI(Gm(Fm(x)), Gin(Fro(y))) - DI(x, y) 
An equivalent non-recursive definition of Din, which can be obtained from Lemnm 2(a), is 
D,, , (x,y)  = W(Z l . . .  z,,) 
i/m 
where zi = Y~xi - jm ~ xi-jm-1 • Yi-jm ~ Yi-jm-1. 
j=0 
THEOREM 2. I fC iS a d-ed code then C ~ = {Fro(x) [ x E C} is an (m)d-ed code. Conversely, ifC 
is an (m)d-ed code then C' = {Gin(x) ] x E C}/s a d-ed code. 
PROOF. From Theorem 1 and Lemma 1. | 
If z suffered d (m) errors at bits z~,, z i2,. . . ,  zi~ yielding z', then in y'  only bits YlI, ~2 , ' " ,  ~ 
would be in error. In other words, the (m) errors in z' corresponds to exactly the same error 
location in y'. So, a code with hamming distance d can be transformed to any (m) g-ec/d'-ed 
where t' ~ d ~ and t' + d ~ + 1 <. d. Moreover, if the underlying t-ec/d-ed code is capable of 
performing partial detection (and/or correction) to a subset of error configurations, the obtained 
(m) t-ec/d-ed code will be able to precisely detect (and/or correct) the corresponding subset of 
(m) errors. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the linear 1-cc Hamming code of length 7, with a generator matrix G and 
a parity check matrix H as 
[!00011!] [ilOll0i] 
10010 andH= 01101 . 
G= 01001 11100 
0001111 
The code words generated here have a Hamming distance of at least 3, or Dl(X,y) _> 3. 
Suppose that one would like to correct any single (2) error (or an adjacent error), so rn = 2. 
The information word 1100, for instance, is first encoded to 1100 011 by the Lee encoder. Next, 
this word is transformed to F2(1100011) = 1010010. During transmission, suppose a (2) error 
starting from the third bit has occurred and the resulting word will be 1011010. After the inverse 
transform is applied, we find G2(1001010) = 1110011. The Lee code will then correct hat third 
bit and output the correct ransmitted word 1100. Table 1 summarizes the process of correcting 
a single (m) error at the third bit, for m = 1, 2 . . . ,  7. II 
Table I. Single (m) error correction. 
Information l-ec code m Fro(y) A single (m) eror Gm(z') received in/or- 
word Ix] word [y] Is] at bit 3 [s'] [y'] matlon word 
1 II00011 111_0011 
2 I010010 1011010 
3 I001010 1011110 
II00--* II00011 4 I000110 I011110 111_0011 -*II00 
5 1000000 1011,~,1 
6 1000011 1011111 
7 I000010 I011111 
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3. L INEAR (M)t-ec/d-ed CODES 
The simple algebraic structure of linear codes often yields efficient implementation f encoder 
and decoder circuitry. In particular, systematic codes, in which the information bits are unaltered, 
possess the desirable feature that the information bits can be instantaneously extracted from the 
code word by the receiver. The linear codes are easily described by their generator matrix 
consisting of k-rows and k + r = n-columns, where k is number of information bits, r is number 
of redundant bits, and n is the length of the code word. The generator matrix is used at the 
encoder side to produce the code words. On the decoder side, a parity check matrix of r-rows 
and n-columns is used. The received word is multiplied by this matrix to produce an r-bit 
vector called the syndrome. This syndrome, if not zero, is then used for error detection and/or 
correction. 
Given a parity check matrix, H = [al .. .  an], and assuming that d errors occurred at positions 
i l, i2 , . . . ,  id of the code word, then the syndrome is the sum of the corresponding columns in H, 
i.e., ah(~ai2$.. .(gai~. If for any set of d ~ (< d) integers 1 _< il < i2. . .  < id, < n the syndrome 
is not zero, then the code is able to detect d errors. If these syndromes were all distinct, then 
the code is able to correct d errors. From this property, it can be shown that a linear code has 
a minimum Hamming distance of d + 1, i.e., can detect d errors, if every d columns are linearly 
independent. 
DEFINITION 3. Let Hm -" L~I . . .  ~n]  be a parity check matrix for an (m)d-ed code and let 
m-1 
A 
where 7i = E ~i+J  OrTi  "- "~i- - l~i - l~i+m-- l"  II 
j=O 
We see that if every d 7's are linearly independent, the code will be able to detect d (m) errors. 
If it can not detect some d (m) errors occurring at bits il, i2 , . . . ,  and Q, then the syndrome, 
d m-1  d 
s= ~-'~ ~-~ ~,+i =0, or ~%=0;  
i=1 j----O I=1 
therefore, 7h , . . ' ,  7i~ are not linearly independent: a contradiction. On the other hand, if the 
code can detect d (m) errors, it implies that any d -r's are linearly independent. Otherwise, if 
7i~, . . . ,  7in are not linearly independent, then d (m) errors occurring at positions il . . .  id produce 
a zero syndrome, in which the error is not detected: another contradiction. This is stated as a 
hmma. 
LEMMA 2. Let C be a code with a parity check matrix, H,n = LOlJ32.../3,] and let 
H~ = [3'172...7n], as defined above. Then C is an (m)d-ed code if and only ff every d V's 
are linearly independent. 
THEOREM 3. Let C be d-ed code with a parity check matrix, H = [a1~2 . . .  an] .  Then, C' with 
V,(n-O/m a parity check matrix, Hm = LQI~2... ~n], where ~i = z-,j=0 ai+jra(~ai+jra+1 /S an (m)d-ed 
code. Conversely, if C ~ is an (m)d-ed code with a parity check matrix, Hrn = L~I~ . . . /~n], then 
C with a parity check matrix, H = [ala2 .. .  an], where ai = ~-~?.~1/~i+j is a d-ed code. 
PROOF. Let H = [a la2 . . .an]  be a parity check matrix of a d-ed code. Computing 
#i = ~n=oi)/rn ai+jrn~a~+jm+l, one can see that 
"f l "-- 
/+ra- I I+ra-1 (n-i)Ira 
E E E o, 
i l l  i=l j=0  
Since 7t - at, and every d a's are linearly independent, so every d 7's are linearly independent. 
Hence the resulting code with a parity check matrix L31...//n] is (rn)d-ed code. 
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Conversely, let Hm "- ~1/~..- /~a] be a parity check matrix of an (m)d-ed code and let 
H = [~ I~. . .  an], where ai = ~'~.T-o I/~i+j = 7i. Since ai = 7i and every d ,/'s are linearly 
independent, every d a's are too, yielding a d-ed code. 
EXAMPLE 2. In this example we show how (m)l-ed codes can be designed using 1-ed codes. 
Consider the even parity 1-ed code with a parity check matrix, H = [aza2 . . .a , ]  = [11... 1]. In 
this code all the bits of the received code word are summed (modulo 2) to produce the syndrome. 
If a single error (or odd number of errors) occurs then the syndrome will be non-zero and the 
error is detected. 
When this code is transformed to an (m)l-ed code, one obtains the parity check matrix, 
R"~(n -O/m /arm = ~1 .../Y,] where//i = L4=0 ai+jm(~ai+jm+l, as shown in Theorem 3, resulting in 
fn Fn 
In this/arm, each (m) error contributes to exactly one 1; therefore, any number of odd (m) errors 
are detected, l 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the following parity check matrix of a l-ec code: H -- 1 1 0 0 1 . By 
00111 
Theorem 3, we see that H2 = o 1 0 0 0 is a parity check matrix for a (2)l-ec code. 
00010 
Similarly, starting with the matrix H = 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 for a 1-ec/2-ed code, then 
0000111 
11111111 
H~ = 0 0 1 0 0 0 is a parity check matrix for a {2)l-ec/2-ed code. | 
000010 
01010101 
We have seen that every (linear or non-linear) d-ed code can be transformed to another 
(linear or non-linear) (m)d-ed code, and vice versa. In Example 2, the systematic 1-ed code 
was transformed to a systematic (m)l-ed code. However, it is not known if every systematic 
d-ed code is equivalent to another systematic (rn)d-ed code. 
One can also design a parity check matrix that detects (and/or corrects) (rn) errors with 
diferent values of m as long as the H matrix gives a non-zero (and/or unique) syndrome for 
every error pattern. Suppose it is desirable to design a code which is able to correct any adjacent 
errors and detect single errors, denoted by (2)1-ec/(1)l-ed code. One can extend the parity check 
matr ix/ /2 for a (2)1-ec code, given in Example 3, to provide single error detection. This can be 
achieved by appending the all zeros column at the end and the all ones row at the bottom of//2, 
resulting in F 01100110 ] 
1oo1o0o1o 
H=[O~l . . .as ]= 10000101 , 
L l1111111 
which is a parity check matrix for (2)l-ec/(1)l-ed code. This can be easily verified since 
(a) a, # 0 
(b) a, + ai+l ~ 0 
ak 
OL j -I" Ot j + l . 
In the case when i -- 8 we see that asSao = as; so a single error at the eighth bit (which is 
the same as an adjacent error at the eighth bit) will not be detected but corrected. This code 
has 4 information bits and 4 redundant bits, attaining the same redundancy as the 1-ec/2-ed 
extended Hamming code. The theory, design, and optimality of codes that correct/detect errors 
of different propagation lengths are still under investigation. 
The following systematic parity check matrix for a (2)l-ec/(1)l-ed code is obtained by trial- 
and-error: [OlOOlOOO] 
01100100 
jr.~_. 01110010 " 
10100001 
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Notice that all the possible non-zero syndromes can occur from a (1) or (2) error except 
1 
and 10 suggesting that more errors can be detected and/or corrected. 
1 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A new distance measure (similar to the Hamming distance) has been proposed in this pa- 
per. This has been used to develop error control codes that combat propagation errors. The 
equivalence between propagation error control codes and symmetric error control codes has been 
established; both linear and non-linear codes have been discussed. The codes in this paper may 
be applicable to communication channels which employ differential encoding schemes. 
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